The effect of the pelvis position in the sagittal plane on loads in the human musculoskeletal system
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Purpose: The research work aimed to perform the mathematical modelling-based assessment concerning the effect of the position of the pelvis in the sagittal plane on loads present in the musculoskeletal system in the standing position.

Methods: The analysis of the effect of various positions of the pelvis was performed using the Free Posture Model in the AnyBody Modeling System software. Simulated positions involving various values of pelvis inclination ranged from the extreme pelvic retroposition (–7°) through normative values (0–23°) to the extreme pelvic anteversion (33°).

Results: The lowest resultant reaction forces in the intervertebral joints recorded for an angle of inclination restricted within the range of 9–27° and segment L5–S1 amounted to less than 0.7 BW. A change in the pelvic inclination from the normative values towards retroposition or anteversion resulted in the increased muscular activity of the erect or spinale, transverse abdominal muscles as well as internal and external oblique muscles. Regarding the lower limbs, changes in the activity were observed in the biceps femoris muscle, iliac muscle, gluteus minimus, gluteus medius and the gluteus maximus.

Conclusion: The results obtained in the research-related tests confirmed that the pelvic inclination affects loads present in the musculoskeletal system. The above-named results will be used to develop therapeutic exercises aimed to reduce loads present in the musculoskeletal system. The aforesaid exercises will be used to teach participants how to properly position their pelvis and how to activate individual groups of muscles.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen a significant increase in the number of diagnosed and treated back pain cases. Presently, in addition to hypertension and diabetes, the low back pain (LBP) is rated among civilisation diseases. As can be seen, the LBP is becoming not only health-related but also a social and economic problem. It is expected that approximately 50–80% of the society will suffer from the low back pain during the entire life span [9]. Presently, in Poland as many as 28% of women and 20% of men suffer from the LBP [18]. Statistical data published by the National Social Insurance Office (ZUS) state that in 2018 the low back pain was one of the most common reasons for inability to work and sick leaves [27].

The primary element of the physical examination of persons suffering from LBP is the observation of the posture and lumbopelvic complex movements. Related tests revealed that in people suffering from the low back pain it is possible to observe various and variable patterns of the lumbopelvic rhythm, potentially leading to the appearance and development of the LBP [20]. Because of this, to understand reasons for the presence of pain in the lumbosacral segment of the spine, it is necessary to take into consideration the functioning of the spine within the entire body, particularly the pelvis and lower limbs [12]. Changed motion patterns of the lumbopelvic complex trigger
changes in the distribution of muscular tensions in the lumbar segment and in the rear vertebral ligaments. The necessity of analysing the entire complex is confirmed by symptoms present in persons suffering from the LBP [12] including the improper positioning of the pelvis (usually anteverision), the weakening of glutal muscles, sciatic-tibial muscle tension, increased iliopsoas and quadratus lumborum tension. The key aspect of preventing the development of pain is effective prevention. In terms of the LBP prevention, particular attention should be paid to exercises stabilising the lumbar segment of the spine. The purpose of such exercises include the control and coordination of paravertebral muscles to maintain the dynamic stability of the spine without compromising the proper posture [19].

Presently, the lumbopelvic hip complex in patients (LPHC, i.e., the position of the pelvis and the determination of the spinal curvatures) is assessed using such tools as inclinometer [4], duometry [4] and measurements of X-ray images [6]. Primarily, the above-named methods enable measurements of the inclination of spine curvatures or that of the pelvis, yet they do not enable the analysis of loads present within the musculoskeletal system. Little is still known about the effect of the individual elements of the lumbopelvic hip complex on load values. Numerous research works indicate the necessity of gaining detailed knowledge about lumbopelvic movements both in the LBP prevention and in the development of a diagnostic therapy [1], [10], [17]. A method enabling the identification of the correlation between the kinematics of movement and generated loads of the locomotor system is the mathematical modelling of the human musculoskeletal system involving the use of static or dynamic optimisation [1], [5], [8], [14]–[16], [24]–[26]. The greatest advantage resulting from the application of mathematical models is the possibility of non-invasive obtainment of information about, among other things, reaction forces in joints and muscular forces. The increasing need for the determination of the mechanisms behind the generation of loads and the analysis of generated loads, both in the skeletal system and in the muscular system, contributed to the development of software programmes. Such programmes allow the development of mathematical models of the human locomotor system. A number of mathematical models enabling the performance of simulations, both in static and dynamic conditions, are available in the libraries of commercial environments such as OpenSim or AnyBody Modeling System. The aforesaid software programmes make it possible to use and modify models implemented in the environment as well as to create such models independently. Mathematical models of the human locomotor system available in the libraries of the above-named environments are described by means of the kinematic structure of the skeleton, parameters of mass-inertial elements, the number of muscles, locations of attachments of related muscles and the model of the dynamics of a given muscle. In turn, the identification of loads present in the musculoskeletal system consists in solving the inverse problem of dynamics and then the estimation of muscular force values using static optimisation.

The research work discussed in this article aimed to perform the mathematical modelling-based assessment of the effect of the pelvic inclination in the sagittal plane on the presence of loads in the musculoskeletal system in the standing position.

2. Materials and methods

Loads present in the human musculoskeletal system were determined through simulations performed in the AnyBody Modeling System environment (AnyBody Technology Inc., Aalborg, Denmark) and a model of the entire human body, i.e., the FreePosture Model (AnyBody Managed Model Repository, AMMR ver.1.5). The aforesaid model is a static model made up of 69 rigid bodies representing individual segments of the human body. The segments were connected by means of kinematic pairs characterised by the number of degrees of freedom dependent on anatomical conditions of individual joints. The spine model was built by single thorax segment involving ribs, cervical and thoracic vertebrae, lumbar section containing 5 individual vertebrae L1-L5, and sacrum, which was rigidly connected to the pelvis. Intervertebral joints were modelled as rigid bodies joined by spherical joints creating kinematic pairs of 3 degrees of freedom. This kind of joints can provide reaction forces but not reaction moments [2], [25]. Ligaments were not included in the model, so the model presumes no significant contribution to torque production from ligaments.

The muscular system was composed of approximately 1000 linear elements representing muscular actuons. The action line of actuons was defined using the initial and final point (or via-points) which a given muscle goes through. The maximum strength of individual muscle fibres was described using the product of the muscle cross-section and specific muscle tension [25]. The model utilised the default lumbar spine rhythm, which, according to publication [23], deter-
mines the range of movements at various levels of the lumbar segment. The assumed rhythm is characterised by the increased participation of individual vertebrae in the movement of the entire lumbar segment along with the transition from the lower segment of the spine upwards. The mathematical model used in the tests was repeatedly subjected to verification based on the information obtained in experimental tests [2], [5], [25].

Input data used to develop the standing position in the AnyBody Modeling System environment included values of angles in the ankle, knee joint, hip joint, shoulder joint, cubital joint as well as the pelvic inclination angle and the angle of trunk inclination. The above-named angles were selected so that the ankle, hip joint and the shoulder joint could be in a straight line regardless of the pelvic inclination angle (Fig. 1). Simulations with an increment of 1° were performed in relation to the pelvic inclination angle (defined as the angle between the straight line determined by the anterior superior iliac spines and the anterior inferior iliac spines and the horizontal straight line (Fig. 2)) restricted within
the range of –7° to 33° (Fig. 3). The aforesaid range was adopted on the basis of reference publications [4], where the normative pelvic inclination values were those of an angle restricted within the range of 0° to 23°. In turn, the extreme values amounting to –7° (pelvic retroposition) and 33° (pelvic anteversion) were adopted on the basis of the tests performed by Levine D. et al. [11], involving the determination of the average pelvic inclination values in relation to the neutral position during the maximum positioning of the pelvis in the anteversion and retroposition. During the adjustment of the FreePosture model, the following assumptions and simplifications were adopted:

- simulations were performed exclusively for the 50th percentile male model (height – 175 cm, body weight – 75 kg),
- it was assumed that the human body was symmetric,
- adopted muscular model was AnyMuscle Model, i.e., a simple model assuming the constant value of muscular force independent of muscle work conditions,
- ground reaction force was modelled using two vectors put against the heel and instep,
- standing position was modelled as the position where the ankle, hip joint and the shoulder joint were in one vertical line regardless of the pelvic inclination angle,
- simulations were performed for a pelvic inclination angle restricted within the range of –7° to 33°, using an increment of 1°.

In the AnyBody Modeling System environment, the identification of loads in the musculoskeletal system consists in the solving of the inverse problem of dynamics and the estimation of muscular force values using static optimisation. The adopted optimisation criterion was the criterion of movement control, assuming the minimisation of the sum of cubes of the proportion of muscular forces to maximum forces.

The results obtained in the simulations enabled the analysis of the effect of the pelvic inclination on the following:

- reaction forces present in the intervertebral joints of the lumbar segment of the spine T12–L1, L1–L2, L2–L3, L3–L4, L4–L5, L5–S1,
- muscular activity of the muscles located within the lumbar segment, i.e., erector spinae, rectus abdominis muscle, transverse abdominal muscle, abdominal internal oblique muscles, abdominal external oblique muscles and multifidus muscle,
- activity of the muscles of the lower limbs.

The results were normalised in relation to the human body weight (BW).

### 3. Results

The performance of a number of simulations in the AnyBody Modeling System environment enabled the analysis of the effect of the position of the pelvis on the sagittal plane on values of reaction forces in the intervertebral joints of the lumbar segment of the spine and the activity of the muscles within the lumbar segment of the spine and the muscles of the lower limbs.

#### 3.1. Reactions in the intervertebral joints of the lumbar section of the spine

Figure 4a presents changes in resultant reaction forces (the absolute value of the reaction force vector) in the intervertebral joints of the lumbar segment of the spine.

The simulation revealed that the greatest loads affected segment L5–S1 and, depending on a pelvic inclination angle, were restricted within the range of 1.03 BW to 0.88 BW in relation to the pelvic retroposition, 0.85 BW to 0.65 BW in relation to the normative values and 0.66 BW to 0.76 BW in relation to the...
pelvic anteversion. The lowest value of reaction force (i.e., 0.59 BW) in segment L5–S1 was recorded in relation to a pelvic inclination angle of 16°. It was noticed that in relation to the pelvic inclination range of 9° to 27°, the resultant values of reaction forces did not exceed 0.7 BW.

The analysis also included individual components of reaction forces in the intervertebral joints, i.e., compressive forces (proximo-distal force) and shear forces (antero-posterior force) (Figs. 4b, c). In terms of compressive forces, a change in the pelvic inclination (retroposition or anteversion) led to increased values of shear forces, compared to those accompanying the basic, i.e., normative, position. Values of shear forces decreased along with the change from the pelvic retroposition through the normative values to the pelvic anteversion. Only in relation to segment L3–L4, the exceeding of a pelvic inclination angle of 12° triggered a change in the direction of force action and an increase in the value of force along with the deepening of the pelvic anteversion.

3.2. Muscular forces

The simulations performed in the AnyBody Modeling System environment enabled the analysis of the muscular activity of the muscles located within the lumbar segment of the spine and lower limbs. Figures 5 and 6 present the values of muscular forces in relation to various positions of the pelvis in the sagittal plane. The grey colour indicates the range within which the resultant reaction forces in segment L5–S1 amounted to less than 0.7 BW, i.e., the pelvic inclination angle range of 9° to 27°. The black colour represents a pelvic inclination angle of 16°, corresponding to the lowest value of the resultant reaction force recorded in relation to segment L5–S1.

Among the analysed muscular activities of the muscles located within the lumbar section of the spine, i.e., the erector spinae, rectus abdominis muscle, transverse abdominal muscle, abdominal internal oblique muscles and abdominal external oblique muscles (Fig. 5), the
The highest activity was that of the erector spinae. During the pelvic retroposition, the values of the muscular forces of the erector spinae were restricted within the range of 0.12 BW to 0.15 BW and decreased along with the increasing inclination of the pelvis forward to the obtainment of a pelvic anteversion angle of approximately 16°. After exceeding the aforesaid value, the activity of the erector spinae grew up to approximately 0.11 BW.

During the analysis assessing the effect of the pelvis position on the functioning of abdominal muscles simulations revealed that the activation of the rectus abdominis muscle (Fig. 5b) occurred after the pelvis reached its anteversion. The deepening of the pelvic anteversion was accompanied by an increase in the value of muscular forces. The activation of the muscle took place when the pelvic inclination angle reached approximately 22°.
Figure 5c presents changes in the muscular force of the transverse abdominal muscle in relation to an angle of pelvis inclination. The highest activity was recorded in relation to the pelvic retroposition with values gradually decreasing along with a decrease in the pelvic inclination angle to 22°. The pelvic antever sion led to a repeated increase in muscular activity. Both, in terms of abdominal internal oblique muscles and abdominal external oblique muscles (Figs. 5d, e), the lowest muscular activity was observed in relation to a pelvic inclination angle restricted within the range of 13–15°. It was possible to observe the intensification of muscular activity when the pelvis was in the retroposition or antever sion. It was observed that the muscular activity of the abdominal external oblique muscles did not change and amounted to approximately 0.02 BW in the pelvic antever sion.

![Fig. 6. Muscular activity of selected muscles of lower limbs: (a) biceps femoris muscle, (b) iliac muscle, (c) gluteus minimus, (d) gluteus medius and (e) gluteus maximus](image)
Figure 5f shows changes in the muscular force of the multifidus muscle. The lowest activity was recorded in relation to a pelvic inclination angle of 15°. The deeping of the pelvic anteversion or retroposition increases muscular activity. In the case of pelvic retroposition, the activity was reduced again when the pelvic inclination angle reached approximately 4°.

The analysis also involved the effect of the pelvic position on the muscular activity of the muscles of the lower limbs. The results revealed that the standing posture was connected with the unchanged activity of the gastrocnemius muscle (0.49 BW), tibialis posterior muscle (0.32 BW), semitendinosus muscle (0.14 BW) and the semimembranosus muscle (0.15 BW). A change in the pelvic position alters the muscular activity of the biceps femoris muscle, iliac muscle, gluteus minimum, gluteus medius and gluteus maximus (Fig. 6).

The analysis of the results revealed that the muscular activity of the biceps femoris muscle and gluteus medius decreased along with the changing pelvic position from the retroposition through the normative values to the anteversion (Figs. 6a, d). In relation to the biceps femoris muscle the value of muscular force decreased from 0.19 BW to 0.07 BW, whereas in relation to gluteus medius, the muscular force value decreased from 0.1 BW to 0.03 BW. The opposite tendency could be observed as regards the iliac muscle and gluteus minus (Figs. 6b, c), where the value of muscular activity increased from 0 to 0.03 BW (iliac muscle) and from 0 to 0.05 BW (gluteus minus). It should be noted that in relation to pelvic retroposition the iliac muscle is deactivated whereas the muscular activity of gluteus maximus increases (Fig. 6e).

4. Discussion

The overloading of the spine is reported by an increasingly large number of people. The lower back pain affects not only selected occupational sectors but the majority of society. Reasons for the pain may include the overloading of the locomotor system resulting from the improper positioning of body segments, the insufficiency of the muscular system and motoric control disorder. This study, involving mathematical modelling methods, aimed to verify whether the position of the pelvis in the sagittal position affected loads present in the musculoskeletal system of the lumbar segment of the spine.

The simulations assessing the effect of pelvic position on spinopelvic parameters and performed in the AnyBody Modeling System environment confirmed the results of experimental tests [11] and of X-ray examinations involving healthy persons [6]. The simulations, experimental tests and X-ray examinations revealed that changes in the pelvic inclination affected the position of the spine in its lower parts, i.e., the lumbosacral segment (Fig. 7). The pelvic retroposition triggers the loss of natural lumbar curvature resulting in the “flattening” of the lordosis. In turn, the transition from pelvic retroposition through the normative posture to the pelvic anteversion leads to the protrusion of the lumbar lordosis.

![Fig. 7. Position of the lumbar segment in relation to the pelvis inclination angle](image-url)
The simulation demonstrated that the position of the spine had an impact on the values of reaction forces in the intervertebral joints of the lumbar segment of the spine. In actual conditions, the foregoing translates into the diversified distribution of loads affecting intervertebral discs. Scientific information concerning spinal biomechanics and results of computer-aided simulations by Joszko et al. [7] and Szkoda-Poliszuk et al. [21] justify the conclusion that the pelvic retroposition, imposing the straightening of the lower part of the lumbar segment of the spine, is responsible for the uniform loading of intervertebral discs and for the asymmetric loading of intervertebral discs in terms of the pelvic anteverision. In spite of the positive effect resulting from the straightening of the spine, it is necessary to pay attention to the generation of high values of reaction forces in the intervertebral joints being 1.5 times higher than those generated when the pelvic inclination angle amounted to 16°, whereas the lowest value (0.59 BW) was obtained for segment L5–S1. Numerous tests revealed that the shape of the lumbar lordosis was also affected by age, sex, body weight, ethnic origin or sports activity [3], [13], which were not included in the above-presented model tests.

The above-presented results are inconsistent with conclusions contained in works by Hayden et al. [6] and Walker et al. [22] stating the lacking effect of the pelvic position on the lumbar lordosis and the functioning of abdominal muscles. The simulations revealed that the proper position of the pelvis was essential for the adoption of a proper bodily posture. The position of the pelvis not only affects the position of the lumbar segment of the spine and reaction forces in the intervertebral joints of the spine but also influences the functioning of the entire muscular system. The pelvic inclination activates various groups of muscles. The deepening of the pelvic anteverision or retroposition increases the muscular activity of the erector spinae, transverse abdominal muscles as well as abdominal internal and external oblique muscles. The muscles which are activated solely in the pelvic anteverision or retroposition are gluteus maximus and the rectus abdominis muscle.

The substantiated weakening of abdominal muscles in persons suffering from the LBP [6] implies that the strengthening of abdominal muscles through therapeutic exercises based on the rotation of the pelvis may pave the way for the prevention and rehabilitation capable of eliminating lower back pain. A particularly important role is played by musculus transversus abdominis and multifidus, which by improving the quality of central stabilisation, are decisive for the low-energy maintaining of the standing posture.

The results obtained in this paper can be considered reliable, although undoubtedly some limitations of the presented research and analyses can be indicated. Significant limitation is the fact that simulation involved isolated changes of pelvis tilt. The relationship between pelvic tilt and a change in the position of the torso or the centre of body mass was not studied. Moreover, in all simulations it was assumed that the ankle, hip and shoulder joints are in one line may be a limitation. A change in pelvic tilt may affect the position of the hip and shoulder joint relative to each other. However, taking the above information into account would require experimental testing on a large group of people with different pelvic positions. However, the testing methods and obtained simulation results presented in the paper extend knowledge concerning the sensitivity of the applied model to changes pelvis tilt.

The above-presented pilot research work involved the sole performance of modelling-based tests. It should be noted that the simulations were performed using a model of the entire human body representing a European male and an algorithm describing the lumbo-pelvic rhythm, pre-implemented in the Modeling System environment. The authors intend to continue the research by performing experimental tests constituting the basis for repeated static and dynamic simulations. Both the obtained test outcome and the results of tests to be performed in the future will be used to develop and verify therapeutic exercises aimed to teach/learn how to optimally position the pelvis in relation to the musculoskeletal system.

5. Conclusions

The research work aimed to identify the effect of the position of the pelvis in the sagittal plane on loads present in the musculoskeletal system. The analysis of the resultant reaction forces and muscular forces revealed that the pelvic inclination angle triggers changes in loads. The test results showed that a pelvic inclination restricted within the range of 9–27° was accompanied by the lowest values (below 0.7 BW) of the resultant reaction forces in segment L5–S1. In addition to being responsible for the loss of the natural spinal curvature, the pelvic retroposition activates glucose maximus. In turn, the pelvic anteverision activates the rectus abdominis muscle. A change in the pelvis inclination angle affects the activity of the erector spinae, abdominal muscles, multifidus muscle and muscles of lower limbs, i.e., among others, biceps femoris muscle, iliac muscle, gluteus minimus, gluteus medius and gluteus maximus.
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